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Community wel_c omes. USFSP's .new dock
.

.

City. Council Member Wengay Newton participated in the ribbon-cutting event to inaugurate the new docks at the Waterfront.
..
·
Photo by Lucas Cannistraci. Story on page 5.
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Hello, I am a junior here at USF and I have loved reading the school newspaper, but I immediately noticed
this year that there is no longer a section for puzzles, sudoku, and such. Is there any particular reason for this?
The news is important and obviously the focal pomt in -a newspaper, but I feel like the student mind needs
stimulation ·that goes beyond sports and politics. The interaction that it brought made an impact by involving
the reader in a physical and mental connection. Can I expect to see the revival of a puz;zle section or are my
hopes to fall on deaf ears?
·
-Katie Steward

Dear Katie Steward,
The reason that you haven't seen a section for puzzles, sudoku, etc., is because of the new changes that the
Crow's Nest has made this year.
Moreover, the puzzle section wasn't deleted becaus~ we didn't think that it wouldn't work in the paper nor did
we delete this ~ection because we thought that it was boring. We're simply recreating and restructuring the Crow's
Nest, so that we can find out what works for the paper.
I agree, Katie, having the puzzle section in the paper definitely brings interaction with our readership, so we;re
working hard to find a way to put the puzzle section back into the paper.
. You·can expect to see these changes soon.
Thanks,
Nikeya Williams
Editor-in-Chief

Online Editor
Will Roberts
oracleusf@gmail.com

Photo Editor
Aimee Alexander
aralexa2@mail.usf.edu

Ha"e questions or comments about this is$ue? s·e nd your
letter to the editor to nswilli6@mail.usf.edu.
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On Sept.. 19, Dharun Ravi, a student at Rutgers UniverSome have called for Ravi and Wei to ,be charged with a
sity, broadcast to the world that his roommate was hooking hate crime. But Ravi's actions se-em to point less to a malicious,
. up with someone of the same. sex via a live Internet stream. intended hate crime, and more to arrogance and an extreme
His roommate, 18-year-old Rutgers freshman Tyler Clementi, lack of empathy, as well as respect for another person's prikilled himself, jumping from the George Washington Bridge, vacy. He thought it would be funny. Clementi wasn't openly
on Sept. 22.
gay, according to NPR, and if he had told Ravi he needed the
·By now the television news talking heads have exhausted all ·room to be along with a girl, Ravi still could have turned on
the pertinent questions regarding Clementi's death. Were the his webcam.
two events interrelated? Was it a hate crime? Was it bullying?
Ravi found an opportqn.ity to gratify his urge for amuseHow long of a prison sentence should Ravi and his cohort, ment and, like a Classic narcissist, believed others would surely
Molly Wei, get, if any time at all?
find humor in what he fotind funny. Ravi's intent may not have
These are good questions, but need no parroting. Equally been intentionally malicious, but his actions were.
important questions to ask are not only what kind of person
Clementi's gnawing dread c~e not from the fact of the
taping itself, but from the potential repercussions, the expodoes this, but in such a casual, nonchalant manner.
Ravi posted an update to his Twitter page about the video. s·ure that would ensue after. Ravi was the idiot conduit to the
"Roommate asked for the room till midnight. I went into Mol- real issue that _horrified Clementi- having his homosexuality
ly's room and turned on my webcam. I saw him making out ~xposed.
with a dude. Yay," his post read.
While Ravi and Wei must be held accountable for their acRavi's attorney is most likely trying to paint this as a mis- tions, the underlying problem is not Ravi's particular actions in
step in judgment, but this is an incomplete explanation for a this particular situation, but the social climate toward gays that
larger societal problem ab'out acceptable ways to treat another we all facilitate, whether through extreme hatred and bigotry,
person.
or more subdy, through judgmental_ looks, preconceived ideas,
Middle class, Rutgers-affo~d.irig, high-achieving- Ravi is or when we use derogatory lan~age in casual conversation.
the prototypical model of moderate, young success in AmeriAs a society, we need to recognize that our words and our
ca, but his actions show him to be morally and empathetically actions affect others, even without our intention. ·
hollow, at least in ~s .ms.tai:lce. . . ,
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Overflow students
sent to. the Hilton

College of Arts and Sciences
to offer new programs
Sadie Hewitt
Staff Writer
shewitt@mail.usf.edu
USF St. Petersburg recently approved a new
area of study within the College of Arts and Sciences and it is anticipated to -start next fall.
Students will be able to pursue' a Bachelor of
Science degree in health sciences beginning in fall
2011.
"We are still waiting for final approval from
the board, but don't anticipate any problems at
all," said Mark Pezzo, associate dean of the College of Arts and Sciences:
The 'college is also developing a Bachelor of
Science degree in biology, but the university has
not yet approved it.
''\Ve anticipate that demand will be strong.
The No. 1 employer in Pinellas County is ·the
health-care field," Pezzo said.
Students earning a Bachelor of Science in

Stud~nt residents of the Hilton prepare food in microwaves and do their dishes in their bathroom sinks.
Photo by Michael Ro"loff.

When a student receives a letter from the university saying they have been placed on a waiting
Managing Editor
list for the dorm, the letter states that the student
kmsheehan@mail.usf.edu
is not guaranteed a room and should look for alternative housing, Kelso said. This year, the uniAbout 40 USF St. Petersburg students are cur- versity found that many students on the wait list
rently living in, the Hilton St. Petersburg Bayfront were ignoring that suggestion, instead hoping to
hotel, down from about 50 students at the begin- be placed in the residence hall once they arrived
ning of the semester. Placing students at the Hil- on campus.
ton is part of the university's temporary housing
But spaces were not opening up in the dorms.
plan after it received more housing applications Usually some students that send in housing conthan it could accommodate with ilie 351-room tracts will cancel their contracts, but not many did
this year, Kelw said.
Residence Hall One.
'~t that pbint, we made a decision [that] we
The number of students at USF St. Petersburg has grown over the last few years. In 2007, don't want them stuck out in the street," Kelso
there were about 300 freshmen, according to said. ''We said, let's' see if there's any place around
Kent Kelso, regional vice chancellor for Student _here close where we can come up with some temAffairs & Enrollment Services. That number has porary housing solutions so that once they get
here, then they can at least have a place to stay,
increased to around 500.
The university was able to work out a tempo- and then look for a place or continue to hope a
rary housing agreement with the Hilton through place comes. open in the residence hall."
Students at the Hilton have access to the hotel
to December. Staying at the Hilton costs $8.?0
maid service and linen change, queen size beds,
more a day than the price of the residence hallthe swimming pool and other amenities. Howevabout $250 more per month.
Last year was the first year that USF St. Peters- er, they do not have a kitchen like students in the
burg had to begin a wait list for the .residence hall. residence hall have. The university paid to have a
Because of the increase in the freshman class, · resident adviser stay at the hotel to help the stustudents w4o did not turn in all of their housing dents have a connection to the university.
The deal with the Hilton ends in December.
application materials o~ time could no longer be
Kelso said that the university will usually have
sure that they'd receive a spot in the dorm.
''It's first come, first served based on a com- 10 to 20 percent attrition-students ending their
pleted application, and a completed application housing contracts for various reasons.
has to include full immunization records," Kelso
''We have 351 spaces [in the residence hall]. If
said. "If you submitted a contract with a deposit, we get even 10 percent, that's 35 beds, which is
that doesn't mean anything compared to the pri- almost enough for what I need to move the Hilority of your corltract until we've received the im- ton-students back here," Kelso said. "We'll also be
munization records."
encouraging those Hilton students that they need
Kdso said that ·a number of students may to be looking for a spot in an apartment."
turn in their housing contracts and deposits early
The university plans to build another resiin the spring, but will wait to submit immuniza- dence hall, Kelso said. The 200-bed facility would
tion records-necessary to be allowed to live on house mostly freshman, and include a meal plan
with food services like a traditional housing setcampus-until the summer.
''We give those students, sometimes, the ben- up, different from the suite-style with kitchens of
efit of the doubt. We'll stretch it a little bit if they the current residence hall. Kelso said the univerput in their application, put in their contract ear- sity hopes to have the new facility open by fall
ly," Kelso said. '~t some point we've got to cut 2012.
them off if they have not gotten th!!if irnmuniza~
tion records in."

Keeley Sheehan

-health sciences would need additional training to
be a registered nurse or licensed practical nurse.
"Area hospitals are telling us that they don't
need more nurses than are currently being trairied.
What they need are more people to work in more
management-oriented settings," Pezzo said.
Currently USF St. Petersburg only offers a
pre-med health sciences track. The USF Tampa
campus has a College of Nursing, in addition to
a College of· Medicine. While it is not a major,
the pre-med health sciences track allows students
interested in pursuing careers in medicine the opportunity to begin some general training in the
field. Th~ track requires that students take various
biology, chemistry, physics and calculus classes.
"Hospitals have told us that they need a
sti:ong bachelor's degree that teaches students not
only the biological aspects of health, but also the .
business, social and ethical aspects of healthcare.
That is exactly the degree that we've developed,"
Pezzo said.

Sustain-a-Bull: Is USFSP trashy?
The UO student_ government provides nearly
half their budget.
She also has contracts with on-campus soft
drink vendors who pay monthly fees for recycling
The average American throws away 600 times services. The National Recycling Coalition prohis adult body weight during his lifetime. That's a vided a tool-kit to instruct them on how to obtain
these contracts.
lot of trash.
UO's recycling program has saved the school
Over 80 percent of this trash is recyclable or
compostable-and probably worth some money. hundreds of thousands of dollars since its incepLast year, 36 billion ruuminum cans tossed in tion, and has provided students with learning
opportunities through workshops, classes, internlandfills had a market value of $600 million.
The energy we would save from recycling one ships, and other professional opportunities. Curcan could run a comput~r for three hours, or a rently they have six full-time ·employees and 45
television for two hours, according to the Envi- part-time student employees.
With new composting campaigns coming to
ronmental Protection Agency.
Why are we burying money and wasting so campus, Kaplin hopes to see recovery rates go
much energy? A campus survey says that many into the 80th.percentile1 putting UO even closer
students feel it's too inconvenient to recycle on to a zero garbage institution.
"It took a lot of blood, sweat, and tears to
campus, and many of them don't even know
get to this point and it could still be a lot better,"
where the recycling bins on campus are located.
One student, Chris Hastings, recognized this Kaplin said.
At USF St. Petersburg, the Recycle Rangproblem arid formed a band of rangers to take up
the cause of redirecting the rubbish. The Recycle ers remain optimistic, and plan to provide every
Rangers sift through the waste stream, contribut- dorm with its own bin. They also want a bin next
.
ing sweaty volunteer hours to the cause of carbon to every trashcan.
"Right now, we're seeing the 95-gallon bins on
reduction.
· Within a year of formation, the Recycle Rang- each floor filled up to the very brim: The students
ers increased recycled material recovery rates on are recycling a lot," Hastings said. "It neeqs to be ·
campus up to 33 percent, saving an estimated just as convenient as throwing something away."
It's estimated that the new campaign will al$2,000 a yeaL They hope to double that, but with
a zero-dollar budget for ·recycling on c~pus, most double recovery rates pushing USF St.
expanding the ope~ation may be a bit of a pipe Petersburg closer to 50 percent. With the help
dream. Some deans· oppose the idea of adding of Waste Services,'_Inc., a private company that
more bins to increase convenience, according to volunteered to pick up the materials for free, the
goal is set for 70 percent. WSI profits from cl::tese
Hastings.
·
''They only allow a certain number of bins per materials and donates the proceeds to the Ronald
building and we are -at max capacity already," he McDonald House.
''We haven't had to increase the amount of
said.
The bins were removed from the dorms pre- dumpsters on campus because of the recycling
viously because students were throwing too much program," said Kevin Cortrnill, custodial super·
trash in them. Trash can contaminate an entire intendent.
Cortrnill understands the limits of 'operating
bin of ·recycled materials.
"I don't understand .why people go against without a budget, but also recognizes that the
their own self-interests," said Karyn' Kaplin, recy- . program needs physical support more so than
cling program director for University of Oregon. fiscal.
''Without the effort of the students, we would
Kaplin and a few other student volunteers
started the recycling program at UO 22 years ago. not have gqtten this far no matter how much .
Today, she manages a budget of over $700,000. money you throw at it," he said.

Jerrod Simpson
Contributing Writer
jdsimpson@mail.usf.edu
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GLBT riglds advocate tests stud~,- Gay ·Point Average

Campus clubs plant trees and raise
awareness for climate crisis

Robbie Crowley
Campus & Beyond Editor
rcrowley@mail.usf.edu

Many GLBT students and faculty fed the
need to stay invisible on campus, Windmeyer
said. He said this idea of invisibility among the
GLBT community allows people to think it is ok
Shane Windmeyer, a national advocate for gay to perpetuate jokes _and hate toward the group.
One-fourth of GLBT students have rc;:ported
rights and GLBT issues on college campuses, visited USF St. Petersburg on Sept. 30, to ask his harassment or discrimination on their campuses,
audience, ''What is your Gay Point Average?:'
and he has seen this more frequendy and blatandy
Windmeyer asked four questions to test the with transgender st:Udents.
Harassment and discrimination at different
audience's knowledge on the gay community and
issues. He asked what symbol and colors repre- levels is a reality for many students, he said. Being
sent the gay community-the triangle and rain- comfortable with one's sexual orientation can be
bow--and also asked to name three TV or movie difficult without a supportive environment.
"Gays don't ·live in the world of 'Will and
charac~ers who are either gay if1 real life or in their
roles. He illustrated that TV and movies are how Grace,' or 'Modern Family,' " Windmeyer said.
most of us first learn about gay people, offering a "They live in the real world of what it's like to
come out to family and to friends."
limited perspective.
Young adults have varying experiences with
"We still have to laugh at gay/lesbian portrayals," Windmeyer said. ''We usually don't hear coming out, and the reactions they receive from
about their real lives."
loved ones.
· - Multicultural Mfairs invited Windmeyer to
Windmeyer used personal examples to illusvisit USF St. Petersburg as part of its Celebrate trate that being openly gay is not simply like comedic relief characters in television or movies.
Diversity events calendar.
Windmeyer's conservative parents were not
Windmeyer visits between 25 and 50 universities throughout the year to talk about GLBT is- fully accepting when he first came out, but they
sues. He works to make campuses safe, welcom- later showed their support. However, his partner
ing environments for GLBT students. He is also has never received support from his family.
The GLBT community still lacks many rights
the author of "The Advocate College Guide for
LGBT Students," the first college guide profiling both locally and nationally.
the_100 Best LGBT-Friendly Campuses.
In Florida, anti-discrimination laws c!.o not
Windmeyer's discussion was intimate and in- protect homosexuals or transgender people,
teractive, with sandwiches outnumbering the stu- · and same sex-couples cannot adopt children or
dents, faculty, and staff who came to the event. marry.
.
At the university level, only 14 percent of
The small crowd allowed him to interact with all
members of the audience. His message was pas- colleges nationwide include sexual orientation in
sionate and powerful, reminding the audience their anti-discrimin!ltion clauses.
"The more we come out, the less likely we are
that gay, transgender, and bisexual students are
often overlooked and misrepresented.
demonized, especially for our legal rights," Wind-

Artist and activist Matuschka met with students at USF St. Petersburg on Oct 6 in Davis
103. She spoke about her career as an artist, a
model and a pioneering activist for breast cancer awareness. During her visit, she al~o spoke to
various classes in addition to her lecture.
Matuschka expressed a mes.sage of inspiration, originality and changing the negative to
something positive.
"Particulat;ly in art, you cari turn an adverse
situation into a position or a constructive work
that can help benefit others," Matuschka said.
Her best-known work is the .1993 awardwinning cover picture of the New.York Times
Magazine where she first bronght'major attention
to breast-cancer.
·
·
"I think it's great that we have someone like
_Matuschka and her body of work as an artist corning to our campus," said Lottie Watts, a
graduate student in the Department of Journalism and Media Studies. '1 think you can't look
at the [NY Times] picture without stopping and
thinking about all the tragedies that are still happening."
Matuschka said her work is an ongoing process dependant on what is going on with her life.
"To heal myself, or recuperate or recover from
whatever experience rm going through, I need to
turn it into a work of art," Matuschka said. "So
if something is inspiring me, I'll spend a year to

Keel~y Sheehan
Managing Editor
kmsheehan@mail.usf.edu

Student and community organizations came
together to add a litde more green to the USF St.
Petersburg campus on Oct. 10.
Ten groups sponsored 10 new trees that were
planted in the areas behind Davis Hall and the
Nelson Poynter Memorial Library.
The trees were planted earlier in the week, and
the Student Environmental Awareness Society
hosted a dedication ceremony on Oct. 10 to recognize the organiza):ions that donated time and
money to bring the new trees to campus.
The group had a lot of volunteers help with
focus on a theme that I might develop as a result the planting, according to Stephanie Lawlar, presof a real life exp~rience."
ident of SEAS.
She s~ted her career when she was ~ 6 years
''We had a lot of people coming out of the
old and had her first show at 18. The themes of woodwork [to help]," she said.
her earli,er work were primarily of tragedy and
SEAS got the idea froll_l the 350.org 10/ 10/ 10
death from her life experiences. She moved.on to Global Work Party initiative. 350.org is an "interabstract before proceeding to political.
national campaign that's building a movement to
"I' moved back. more towards abstract and unite the world around solutions to the climate
pel\ceful 'work th<1t I do .for art's sake unless it crisis," according to the group's website.
was political,'' Matuschka said. "It is a two-fold
SEAS used ideas from the website to come
project, because it's very hard to get politi~ work up with its own 10/ 10/ 10 activities, including the
out. The work I'm known for is of an activist na- tree planting.
ture,- but there is no room for activist artwork
· SEAS worked with the university to bring nathese days."
tive trees to campus. The trees had to meet cerDe&.pite a lack of .demand for.her artwork, she tain requirements, and not interfere with signs on
-~tays busy writing !lOd. lecturing..
quildings or undergrQund piping, or future plans
· ~'Here I do think there might be some h'bpe; · for development. The universit}' and maintenance
there is ·somebody in' the classroo~ who might suff was supportive of the project and in helping
benefit from hearing my story," Matuschka :;aid. them to comply with the requirements, Lawler
"But I came from a very different. time in the said.
world. I do· not come from .a virnial world. I ~as
Organizations that sponsored trees included
lucky in a sense but now I cill it unlucky. P-rior to · SEAS, the Botanical Club, the Garden Club, Stuthe age of computers, you had ~o interact .with dent Government, the Sierra Club, Solar Source,
people. I was brought up in a time where you Repower America, a student chapter of the Nahad to interface and form working r~ationships. tional Association of Environmental ProfessionI hope that maybe r.oung people would find balance betWeen doing things on and away from the sure that the spirit is there anymore," Matuschka
computer. I find myself more addicted to the said. "There were movements where artists got
together, like the Dada movement or the surcomputer now."
Matuschka said the accessibility of the web real movement. People are now particular about
' has benefits and detriments.
themselves and there isn't a movement"
"You can get access to more stuff I can look
Her next project is tribute to her mentor,
at stuff from places like China, which isn't some- Don Snyder, who p~ssed away in September. "He
thing I could really do 30 years ago, but I'm not so was the most important inspiration in my life,"

.Artist discusses breast cancer an.. activism
Tom Chang
Staff Writer
· tmchang@mail.usf.edu

Members of the student organization, SEAS, along with members of Repower America,Fiorida and the Defenders of Wildlife,
gathered Oct. 10, 2010, to commemorate the International Day of Environment. Sponsors of the 10 trees planted on campus
were honored w)th a plaque for their efforts. Photo by lucas Cannistraci.

0

als, the Florida Defenders of Wildlife, and 1Sky,
which advocates for government action on climate change.
· Laurie Macdonald, Florida director of Defenders of Wildlife, said that students from the
university often work as interns with her organization, which works to protect wildlife and endangered animals.
"It's very important that younger people are
aware and active," she said.
SG also covered the cost of transporting the
trees to campus.
The events were an important collaboration
between campus clubs and the community, according to Jon Ellington, SG vice president.
"It's an incredible opportunity to show students how passionate we are, and the clubs are,
about this,'' Ell0-gton said.
The trees were picked specifically because they
are native to the area, wi~ special considerations
for tolerance to things like salt and sunlight, according to Kira Barrera, community outreach coordinator for SEAS.
After the dedication ceremony, attendees rode
bicycles to Litde Bayou Park in South St. Petersburg to participate in a work party. They cleaned
up the park, removed invasive exotic plants to
make room for native plants, and had a tree giveaway. The Urban Gypsies provided music and
Trek Bicycle offered free bicycle tune-ups.
In addition to plantiitg ·the trees, SEAS also
planted native foliage in the beach area behind
Davis Hall, as part of an ongoing effort· started
on Earth Day. They planted things like beach elders, sunflowers and morning glories in the area.
They plan to continue working on it as they
see which plants work best, and hope to add
chairs later so students can enjoy the area.
"We want to show the school that it can be
beautiful," Lawler said.

Matuschka said. "I'm looking to do a retrospective of his work and my work. I bought some of
his work after he died. I'm going to do a memorial, a n:ibute to my teacher."
Matuschka is currendy promoting a show to
compltyment her book, "Bagit!," which was released last year.
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USFSP's Waterfront gets new .docks
Nikeya Williams
Editor-in-Chief
nswilli@mail.usf.edu
The USF St. Petersburg marina looks different
this year, because o f the newly completed docks
that sit nestled on the Waterfront. This completion of the new docks called for a ribbon-cutting
celebration.
On Tuesday, Oct.12, USF St. Petersburg decided to dedicate the new docks ~t the Waterfront
Ribbon-Cutting event.
''In order to get this project complete as
you see today, it took city guidelines, to took the
state's review, it took the marina, and it took the
students," said Margaret Sullivan, region~ chancellor.
Tl:te new docks project took USF St. Petersburg some time to complete, but the completion
finally happened. "The project has been in the
works for 5 years," said Zac Oppenheim, watercraft programs coordinator. "Construction was
completed in late September."
The new docks project was funded by student
fees, which were dispersed from the capital improvement trust fund.
"The trust fund is dispersed every few years
by the capital improvement trust fund committee," Oppenheim said. "Other projects the (trust]
fund paid for include the renovation at the fitness
center."
The funding .and support for the new docks
wasn't easy to get for the ·campus, Student Government had to create an awareness for the new
docks.
"It was more informal pressure, .we had some
sailors on senate in [SG]," said Christian Haas,
SG senate president. "It was basically [SG] using
our relationship with administration to say that
(the docks] are a huge incentive that [administration] needed to push forward on it."
Although the funding and suppon for the
new docks took some convincing and debate, the
new docks are ready for use.
According to the USF St. Petersburg news
website, the summer renovation for the new
docks added a kayak and canoe ramp, space for
30 flying juruor sailing dinghies and slips for seven larger sailboats.

.Ukranian

Community members, students and campus officials gathered Tuesday, Oct. 12, for a ribbon..Cutting ceremony to celebrate the Waterfront's new docks. From left: Wengay Newton,
District 7 City Councilman, Margaret Sullivan, USF's Regional Chancellor, Rep. Bill Heller and students from the Waterfront program. Photo by Aimee Alexander.

Waterfront
representatives say that students have
already responded positively
to the new docks. "[Students]
are excited to s~e our waterfront transformed into a
working yet beautiful area of
our uruversity," Oppenheim
said. "Most people don't realize that although the docks
are beautiful, they were designed to be utilitarian-the
docks are meant to be walked
on, rained on, burned in the

:~~-

jo~rnalist$

Tom Chang
Staff Writer
tmchang@mail. usf.edu
Eight Ukrai.nian journalists visited the Department of Journalism and Media Studies on Oct.
7, to share their life experi~nces as journalists in
their country.
"They're very curious in what we do and I
think we're curious in what they do," said Robert
Dardenne, chair and associate professor in the
journalism department, who hosted the event.
The journalists ·came from different parts
of the Ukraine to learn about journalism in the
United States. The group previously toured the
Media General building in Tampa, which houses
News Channel 8, the Tampa Tribune and TBO.
com. The group planned to visit the St. Petersburg Times.
"It was great to meet with the Ukrai.nian journalists and learn about news media in a different

...

~
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"[Students] are excited to see our waterfront transformed into a working yet beautiful area of our university, • said Zac Oppenheim,
Watercraft Programs Coordinator. Photo by Aimee Alexander

and stud·e nts share experiences

country," said Amanda Decker, a graduate student in the Department of Journalism and Media
Studies. "Seeing an outside perspective gives the
students here the opportunity to reflect on our
own system of education and media practices."
With aid from a translator, the group spoke at
length about various issues, such as shield laws,
access to information, and journalism education
in the Ukraine. The group also asked questions
about journalism in the U.S.
"I was shocked at the fact that the Ukrainian
governn;J.ent has their own government-run news
station, although the visiting journalists did say
that the government station is not as popular as
'the privately-owned ones," Decker said.
Dardenne explained many facets of the American media to the Ukrainian journalists, from the
decline in print media to the emergence of blogging as a media force. Students added to the exchange about life in the journalism program.

"The ownership structure of the media
around the country always interests me and Ukrainian, and other countries in that area have similar
structures or have structures that are far different
from ours in a lot of ways," Dardenne said.
Government-owned media is prevalent in
other countries, Dardenne said, though government-pwdu~ed neV.:s is not often popular.
"But they don't have to worry about advertising, because government pays for it. Then they
have corporate-owned media, individual-owned
media and independent media," he said. .
"They have a much more complex media structure than we do. That makes for a lo t of different
ideas for sure, but there's also a lot of competition."
One common trend American and Ukrainian
journalists share is the need for the journalist to
be more self-sufficient. One Ukrai.nian journalist recalled telling an upstart reporter to learn to

shoot with a camera.
"Ukraine, like many of the other countries in
that area, for a long time were under the influ.ence of the Soviet Union," Dardenne said. "Institutions in that area were heavily influenced by
Soviet ideology."
·
The structure of uruversities began· to
evolve after the Soviet Union dissolved in 1991,
Dardenne said.
"There are still divisions in those uruversities
berween the old Soviet ideologues and the newer
Ukraine scholars and academics coming up. Journalism as a practical curriculum is not as prevalent
there as it is here," he said. "It is more theoretical
that might be the Soviet influence. It's more of
a theoretical discussion than a practical. I think
they're growing. I've talked to a lot of people
from that area in the world. It's changing."
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Cafe 100 Club Cards Are Here!!!

How·do] =eta card with mone-y already added?
Thrimgb our secure PayPal acoou:nt!
Simply go directly to our v.~ebsite,
Wllli'W .lt:afelOO.CODL. and click on the
Care 100 Club Cal'ds tab for full mfm;mation.
The]blly loaded Club Card will then
-be available fur pick-up here at:
Cafe .100 ~ 100 1:1111 ~-\.,·e South

Gourmet Comfort Fodd Daily Special $6c54

FMih and FMt

(Ind. Drink 1'.

.

~· Sidn~!

Breau.t * Lunch • Catering
S. Our DaiiJ 8pec18la and Ful Meriu8
Online at www..1cafe1CD.com

DOR:Dtow.o St Peteft.b~
(Next to the lliltoa, ia th No:rlkm Trtit Ba:ok Baildiag)
All USFSP Students and Faculty Receive
10% OFF All Purchases!

Unfiltered· thoughts from a dude on ••sex and the City 2''
Andrew Silverstein
Entertainment Editor
asilvers@mail.usf.edu
Somehow, on my own accord, in some weird'
line of thought. .. no; enough excuses. I watched
"Sex and the City 2."
Wow, that felt good.
Released back in May, "Sex and the City 2"
is now slated for DVD and Blu-Ray release on
Oct. 26. Apparently this little number's got a few
bonus features you missed in theatres including
"Back in the '80s" which reflects on the four girls
day-glo'd out time together in late 80's Manhattan, and a behind-the-scenes feature with Alicia
Keys-whose song with Jay Z, "Empire State of
Mind," served as the- movie's opening theme.
"Sex and the City 2" is not bad--definitely not
good, but not bad either. I expected some chick
flick about a vapid foursome of rich, white women getting tipsy and prattling on in Abu Dhabi.
What I got was some chick flick about an
interesting, at least bearable, foursome of rich,
white women getting tipsy and prattling on in
Abu Dhabi.
From the dude perspective, it's a lot of woman to handle, almost two and a half hours worth,
in fact.
We start with our book-writing protege Carrie Bradshaw (Sarah Jessica Parker)--or Carrie
Preston now-as she's married to some big guy
nicknamed Big. I guess they got married in the
first one or something. I'm a guy. Just-watching
this movie is devastatingly reputation-crushing
enough, so you can Google that if you !!!ally want
to know.

So Carrie's married, and so is' Miranda (Cynthia Nixon), and so is Charlotte (Kristin Davis).
Samantha (Kim Cattr'all), 'the crazy blonde one
who likes to have sex, is the only single one, but
is slowly succumbing to the dreaded pitfalls of
menopause at the age of 52.
They go to a wedding between two of their
gay friends, Stanford and Anthony, and nothing
happens except for a· couple forced, awkward
moments to show how unique and quirky Carrie
is, while Liz a Minelli sings "Single Ladies" and the
crazy one who likes to have sex.
T hen we get our first scene between Carrie
and Big exclusively, and this kind of won me over.
In fact, every scene between them was quite real
and believable. Marriages are tough, they muse.
Carrie wanrs to maintain the social butterfly status she cherishes so much now that she's tied
down, and Big wants to get takeout and watch
Tilevery night.
'
·
It's seemingly trivial, but indicative, I think,
of that schism between male and female expectations in a marriage. The dialogue between them
is always smart, charming and human. Carrie gets
Big a vintage Rolex for their anniversary. Big gets
Carrie a flat screen TV for their bedroom after
remembering one nice time they had watching
"It Happened One Night" in. their hotel at the
wedding.
"Did I f--- up?" Big asks at Carrie's obvious
dismay. She nods. It iust felt real-whatever that
mearis-which was nice because nearly the entire next two-thirds of this movie are completely
pointless.

Samantha, the wild one, gets an invitation to
go to Abu Dhabi to do PR for some hotel that's
opening. In some twist of woman-logic, all her
friends just have to go too, because we all bring
our three best frien~s on · important business
trips.
They get there and-I'm not kidding- the
plot just sits there like a fat blob for the next
hour. T hey shop. And each have their own Maybach (that's an approximately $350,000 car, by the
way). An~, and, and it's just fabulous! And Carrie just happens to r un into her most significant
ex-boyfriend while shopping for shoes halfway
across the world. So that's a nice, little, completely
obvious and forced plot twist.

I'll stop barfing up the plot for you
now. Pop in .the DVD and relive the cinematic
genius. J ust know this movie is about one-third
a real, honest and very makes-you-think exami"
nation of wliat it's like to be married, and twothirds moderately attractive, overdressed women,
prattling crazy dialogue and .whining about being
middle-aged, rich, and on vacation in, arguably,
the most luxurious vacation destination in the
world-for free.

"Sex and the City 2" is out on DVD Tues., Oct. 26.

Tampa Bay Paradise Massage
. Therese Cuba, LMT MA51600 MM5672
2901 4th Street North, St. Petersburg, FL 33704
727-565-5861
By Appointment Only.
Swedish I Relaxational I Deep Tissue Massage
$45160 minutes
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Restaurant Revievv:
Acropolis Greek Taverna

FEATURE PHOTO

Weekend diners at the Acropolis Greek Taverna, in St. Petersburg, can expect to hear live music, see a bellydancer shimmy
throughout the restaurant, and watch their waiters toss napkins in the air after they do the grapevine dance.
Photo by Aimee Alexander

Lenay Ruhl

The live music was comfortably loud. We
could converse during our meal. The music was
lruhl@mail.us£edu
just loud enough to prevent to table beside us
from eavesdropping.
My first thought when I walked through the
Throughout the evening the servers particiA bounty of fruit awaits, amongst other delights, at downtown St. Petersburg's Saturday morning market. The market, located· at AI Lang Stadium parking lot,·kicked off its 9th season on Saturday, Oct. 2,
doors of Acropolis Greek Taverna was, 'what is pated in zorba dancing, which is a type of tra- ·
2010. Photo by Aimee Alexander.
with all of the napkins? They're everywhere.'
ditional Greek dancing. They joined hands and
The Greek restaurant-or taverna as they call created a line, dancing around the restaurant. As
it-recently opened at 515 Central Ave. in down- th.ey danced, the music got faster.
town St. Petersburg. It's taken the place of the
Some servers ran throughout the restaurant
well~received Italian restaurant Bella Bra,va, which
and started throwing napkins at the different
has now moved to Beach Drive.
tables, yelling "opa." This explains the napkins.
Upon entering the Greek taverna, we were They throw them at you whether you're eating or
Jei:rod Simpson
The passage of time and influence of envigreeted with loud, live music and a polite server, not, and they fall onto your plate.
ronment
ate rampant themes throughout the
Contributing
Writer
who seemed eager to please. ''Would you like to
Speaking of plates ... once the dancing is
band's EP, "Nychthemeron" (nik-THEM-er-on).
sit inside or outside:; upstairs or downstairs~ table finished someone in the back of the restaurant jdsimpson@mail.usf.edu
The tide is taken from Greek, meaning a 24-hour
or a booth?" she asked. As she guided us to our br~aks a stack of plates using a single plate, catchNot that these guys are drama queens, but
booth on the first floor inside, I was careful not ing the remains in a trashcan. I'm assuming they they. have a sick fetish for making you wait. They period,, thus the song ,tides:. "Dawn," ·"Noon,"
to slip on the napkins on the floor.
break them into the trashcan for safety reasons. use their songs to construct tension like a high and "Dusk."
Each song is meant·to represent the amount
The restaurant offers a full menu with appe- Napkins are one thing, but glass on the floor is rise, stacking layer upon layer until you realize
of
light
present. Darkness makes way for light,
tizers, salads, sandwiches and entrees. The prices probably not recommended here in the flip-flop yo·u were waiting for a moment that has already
as
melancholy
for joy. The EP is the manifesjust
average from $6 to $15. For a college student on and sunshine state.
passed.
tation of the band's perception of the human exa budget, this is a· fairly decent price for a nice,
When I searched online for the tradition of
It's like riding a wave that builds from nothbreaking plates, I read that it is actually ,banned ing and ends in a tsunami. Reflecting echoes of perience, an interest that permeatt;s the members'
sit-down restaurant.
For a mixed drink, you'll pay about as much in some Greek restaurants now. According to th·e guitars inflict slight inebriation, but the heavy lives way beyond their music.
As anthropology, psychology and criminology
as you do for your meal. Most of the drinks cost Acropolis website, they break the plates because, percussion holds you up like a good friend post
majors, they have spent countless hours studying
around $9. But if you don't want to order a spe- "Worldwide, noise is believed to drive away evil, keg stand.
the h uman condition and applying their know!-·
cial drink, go Greek all the way and order a Greek · and the sound of the plates smashing against .the
Shane Handa!, guitarist, describes Set and Setbeer for $4. I tried Mythos, which our server said stone or marble floors of Greek houses would be ting's writing pr~:>eess as a "total creative feeding," edge to their musical journey.
Yet, they know the importance of nof taking
was the most popular. I also tried the Alpha. Both loud enough to scare off almost anything."
almost a potluck of ideas in 'Yhich everyone in
·
themselves
too seriously.
of these peers were light and went great with my
Hopefully these smashing plates are not loud the band brings something to the table.
all
about
the
free
beer,
self-satisfaction
"It's
entree.
enough to scare off St. Petersburg.
Shane and his brother Stephen splash layers
Before bringing out our meal, they served
"You don't have to travel across the globe for of color on a sturdy. foundatiQn laid by bassist and good times," Handa! said. You can't get more
bread with a garlic and spice-infused dipping inspired Mediterranean cuisine because we've John Allen and drummer Mark Etherington. The philosophical than that.
Expect good things to come from these guys
sauce, which had exceptional flavor. I ordered the brought the very best home to you," the Acropo- goal: sonic mind alteration.
as they. perfect their chemistry. "Nychthemerspecial of the evening, which was a steak/ chicken lis Greek Taverna advertises: Acropolis · offers
Set and Setting are sound chemists attemptnon" is available for free download at setandsetkabob platter with roasted vegetables, orzo (rice- Greek food at reasonable prices. With a cultural ing to create an audibly induced barbiturate.
ting.bandcamp.com
and is due for release in hard
shaped pasta) and a Greek side salad for $13.
atmosphere complete 'I.Vith zorba dancing, falling Th.eir name comes from a quote from psycholo· I have no complaints about the food; it had a napkins, live music and smashing plates, Acropo- gist Timothy Leary, "the nature of ell:perience de- copy on Nov. 13 at Fubar in Downt<;>wn St. Pelot of flavor. For those who like their meat rare, lis·is an unforgettable dining experience. Welcome pends entirely on set and setting," t;eferring to the tersburg.
the steak _and chicken ·may be a little dry. It was to Gree~e, St. Petersburg.
mindset of the individual and the environmental
cooked just enough to easily pull off the kabob.
setting they inhabit.
Staff Writer

Album Review: Set a.-d Setting
...; ••Nychthemeron"
.
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USFSP professor directs national TV show
Amy Heckler
Contributing Editor
mail@amyheckler.coin
The premiere of "Dry Creek," directed by
USF St. Petersburg professor Debbie Wolfe, aired
Oct. 5, at 9:30 p.m. on In Country Television, a
national satellite network.
"It's a western that addresses timeless human
issues, but we try to keep everything kind of fun
and lighthearted;' Wolfe said.
"Dry Creek" is scheduled to air weekly, with
a designated timeslot of Tuesday nights at 9:30
p.m., EST. Producer Les McDowell said he has a
contract with the network through Dec. 31,2010,
with the option to renew the contract for 2011.
In Country Television·airs nationally to nearly
14 million households on DISH Network, channel 230 and "will soon be available to millions
more via the internet," according to the network's
website.
The show is "a throw back to Little House
and Dr. Quinn. It slows this fast paced world

down and helps us find the things inside of us
that are really important," according to In Country Television's website. ''Through Dry Creek, we
get back to our good 'ole country rais'en. When
neighbors knew each other, and your word was
your contract. Back before your address had an
@in it. Everybod y knows where Dry Creek is ...
'cause it's inside of all of us."
The premiere was held at Remington's Steakhouse in Wesley Chapel. Wolfe explained that the
restaurant was selected as the venue due to the
fact that they subscribe to DISH network, the
network that airs In Country Television.
''It was standing room only," said Eloise Jones,
bartender at the event. "You couldn't even get in
on the deck."
''It's a great night," said Bunky Paul, the actor
who plays a blacksmith and "troublemaker" on
the show.
The creation of the show began with a chance
meeting between Wolfe and McDowell at a book~·
store earlier this year, Wolfe said. McDowell hired
Wolfe to produce short videos· for his website
'

to promote his . cowboy
poetry books. · Upon
completion of the first
few videos, Art Faschan,
one of the actors in "Dry
Creek," suggested they
submit the video to a television station as a series.
Wolfe said the second
network they approached
accepted the show. ''It all
happened so fast," she
said.
McDowell said everyone on the show, from
the actors to the crew, is
a volunteer. A lot of the
actors are actual cowboys,
he said.
" lWolfe is] my righthand person in this project. She believed in 'Dry
continue? on page 9

With the daylight fading, Debbie Wolfe gives some quick sound-capturing tips to Erica
Abramo while the Dry Creek crew worked to capture the last few shots of the day. Photo
by Chelsea Lindsley.

.

Local thrift store offers IFall fashion 101
affordable merchandise
LenayRuhl
Staff Writer
lruhl@mail.us£edu
If you're looking for a deal, you
can't miss this one-literally.
The big sign in front ?f the bright
yellow building with eye-catching
odds and ends reads, "Haines Road
Thrift Shop!" bragging underneath it
"Best deal in town."
The Haines Road Thrift Shop is
owned and operated by Mary Brophy-Lee, a native of the St. Petersburg area.
Lee, a single mother, remembers a
time when she was trying to find her
son clothing. She went to every second hand store in the area, and still
could not find something within her
The Haines Road Thrift Store is located at 2850 58th Ave. N., in St. Petersbudget.
burg. Photo by Lucas Cannistraci.
"I t annoyed me that people had
the audacity to sell things at that price with the thought it wouldn't move, but it sold right away,"
Lee said.
economy the way it is," Lee said.
Since Lee personally purchases the merchanShe decided to open her own thrift store about
a year and four months ago. Like many start-up dise, she gets to control what comes il;t. She joked
businesses, it came with challenges.·
that sometimes she gets things in, but doesn't
Caring for her diabetic son and reeli.Qg from know what they are. ''I like to cater to the famithe recent loss of her brother, Lee decided to take lies:' Lee said.
Being able to help someone gives Lee a good
.her struggles and turn them into a project.
Working on her thrift store filled the void her feeling. She knows that some of her customer's
couldn't afford half of what they buy at her
brother's death had left in her heart.
Lee purchases 90 percent of the merchandise store.
Coming into the holiday season with Hallowfor her store while 10 percent is donated."If we
don't ha,ve it, you don't need it," Lee said. "Or we een lingering around the corner, Lee has all of her
Halloween decor out front.
can get it for you."
"Everyone goes home feeling happy," Lee
She keeps an "I wanna" list in her store, telling
people that if she doesn't have what they're look- ' said. She feels good knowing someone got a baring for, she'll keep an eye out for it.
gain because of her, and the person who walks
There is a four-for-a-dollar bin with infant and ·out knows they just got a good deal.
"I hope everyon~ tells a friend," Lee said.
toddler clothes to help out mothers on a budget.
Lee has everythll:lg in her store from clothing to "That's how it works."
The Haines Road Thrift Shop does not have
kitchen supplies to furniture and paint.
The most random item that Lee ever sold in a telephone. Lee said that if people want to know
what she has, they would come in and look. She
her thrift store was a bathtub.
Although a bathtub isn't weird in a general is on Facebook and Craigslist. Her store is open
sense, it wasn't something she expected to sell. "I from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. and is located at'2850 58
Ave. N, off of Haines road in Pinellas Park.

Amanda Pretulac
Contributing Editor
mail@amyheckler.com

College fashion revolves around comfort, but
that does not mean that sweatpants are the only
option. Look to the fall runways for inspiration.
This season's trends include military scyle, plaid,
oversized knits and '20s-inspired looks. I have selected four types of personalities to fit each trend,
·with budget friendly and comfortable options.
The Overachiever: The military trend is perfect for their determined attitude. Options include
anorak jackets, motorcycle boots, Timex watches,
and ~go pants. This trend can be quite edgy, so
for a softer approach, try styling this look w_ith a
dainty lace dress paired with motorcycle boots, or
a chiffon floral camisole under an anorak jacket.
The Teacher's Pet: This type of student can
rock plaid for fall. Think of Ali MacGraw from
"Love Story'' for some inspiration. Classic plaid

buttoncdown shirts are always a staple, but also
invest in plaid dresses and a pea coat. Give your
polished look an unexpected twist by pairing a
.plaid dress with colored tights, which are also very
popular for this season. Look to Rachel Bilson
for some ideas on how to wear the colored tights
with plaid. Accessorize your outfit with brown
·
riding boots or oxfords to add some flair.
The Bookworm: On those cool fall-days when
finals are approaching, comf<;~rt is key. The students that throw on a simple hoodie and find a
corner in the library to study wiillove oversized
knits. They're all the rage this fall in neutral colors. It is a charming trend that can be styled with
the new "jeggings" this season. These are jeans
that fit as leggings, which gives a nice proportion
paired with the huge sweater._For taller students,
wear your oversized sweater with a long skirt for
more comfort and a posh look. Look to the Marc
by Marc Jacobs Fall 2010 collection for more styling tips.
continued on page 9

Weighing the benefits of using mineral makeup
Taylor Gaudens
Contributing Editor
...
beautyowrut.blogspot.com
' Mineral makeup has been on the market for
several years. Many companies are producing
their own lines to keep up with. the demand for
having beneficial ingredients for the skin.
The benefit of most mineral makeup is that
they do not have parabens, a prt;servative and
bonding agent _used in nearly every beauty product. Some people are allergic to paraben, and in
the past, it was difficult for women to find makeup without it.
Mineral makeup lacks moisture--cpmmon in
traditional makeup--making it more sanitary to
use. It gives the makeup about a two to three-year
shelf life, as opposed to traditional makeup's av.
erage of six months.
Other benefits of mineral makeup include oil
absorption, the lightweight feel and dermatologists often recommend it. The finely ground minerals adhere to the skin, but are not absorbed into
the skin, so the makeup does not clog pores. The
lightweight feel of the makeup allows your skin to
''breathe" and gives the skin a more natural look.

With every pro, there is a con. Mineral makeup
seems to be healthier for your skin, but the lack
of moisture in mineral makeup makes it harder
to blend.
The moisture irr traditional makeup seems to
be good in this case. However, moisture encourages bacteria to grow, and can cause the makeup
to setde into lines and wrinkles, which enhances
flaws, and clogs pores.
Although traditional makeup may contain
minerals, it also has harmful ingredients like alcohol, talc and fragra,nces that can irritate the skin.
Mineral makeup can also irritate the skin, but like
with JilOSt beauty products, it is different with every user.
Some argue that mineral and organic makeup
is a scam, and is not different from traditional
makeup. Of course, the makeup companies do
not agree, so it is left up to the users to decideto go with what you know, or try something new.
If you decide to purchase mineral and organic
makeup instead of traditional makeup, look for
"all natural" on the label, not "from nature" or
"natural beauty," to· ensure you are getting what
you want.
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Fe.s tival .celebrated
Caribbean backgroun_
ds
Lauren Martin
Staff Writer
laurenS@mail.usf.edu

Continued from page 8
Creek,' " he said. ·wolfe explained that, in time,
advertising revenues will pay for the production
of the show and salaries for the personnel.
McDowell worked as a traffic reporter on
WQYK radio in Tampa from 1987 to 2005, and
for WFUS-FM in Gulfport from 2005 to 2009.
"[I'm] a real cowboy-a horse trainer, blacksmith,
a trick roper and a stagecoach builder,". he said.
When McDowell was laid off from work in
2009, .he decided to create-his own corporation,
"which will produce a series of· projects which
includes film makirig;' he said.
Wolfe had a similar experience. After working
for 20 years at the St. Petersburg Times as the

who attended the event had the opportunity to
create their own art to represent the nation they
are from or their favorite island of the Caribbean.
At the arts and crafts. table, Demerrio Tobler
The Black Student Association, Latin American Student Association, and the Office of Multi- made a vibrant colored headdress. ''We made
cultural Affairs sponsored the Caribbean heritage masks and flags that represent what country we're
from," Tobler said.
event on Oct. 5, to celebrate students' cultures.
The festival not only drew attention to Ca"There are a lot of people on campus that
were born in the islands or have a Caribbean back- ribbean heritage and culture, but also brought
ground," said Roshaun Reno, a member of Multi- awareness to the student organizations.
"This event was very successful and it got peocultural Affairs, who is of Jamaican descent.
As part of the homecoming week events, the ple interested in knowing more about the Black
campus multicultural groups gathered to party Student Association as well," McBride said. "We
The Life of the Party: The '20s-inspired trend
have more people who want to join the club."
like they were in the Caribbean.
is for students that look forward to social outThe multicultural organizations on campus are ings more than their English lectures. This trend
The festival included music with an island feel.
"The steel drum band performed on the stage going to be continuing the celebration of culture is bold and elegant-:-perfect for the independent
and two students played their own music," said by putting on a heritage festival every semester.
college student. For the classroom, wear black
''Last spririg, we put on an Indian and Spanish sequined tops or silver blazers to give a basic
BSA member Shardee McBride.
festival for the students. We haven't decided what wardrobe some class. For parties, look for beaded·
Students munched on empanadas as the festivities c_ontinued through the day. The sound of culture were goirig to focus on next, but ~ere is · cocktail dresses, pearls, jackets with fridge and red
the steel drums played iJ:l the air, and the line for · going to be a multicultural event every semester," .lipstick.
Tobler said.
the smoothies got loriger.
Once you have found a trend that is right for
The islands of the Caribbean can also be reyou, pair it with some ·o f the season's most talked
fleCted by the colors that make it up. Students
about accessories. A chained strap handbag is
perfect to hold your makeup while you are roaming the streets downtown on a Friday. Find some
If you're interested in joining the Craw's Nest as an Ad Sales·
headbands to throw on for those mornings when
Representative, please contact jskemper@mail.usf.edu
you don't hear your alarm clock. They are perfect

••o..y Creek"

technical training editor, she was laid off in 2008,
she said. Wolfe explained she decided to diversify
her skills and attended a week-long video storytelling seminar in March, 2010.
"It was a life-changing event," she said. Wolfe
works as an adjunct professor teaching photojo:w:nalism at USF St. Petersburg where ·she received
her master's degree in 1989. She has also worked
as a professional reporter, managing editor and
freelancer for the Associated Press.
The show is shot weekly on location in Parrish at the Rock'n M Ranch, owned by McDowell.
The official website for "Dry Creek" is drycreekproductionstudios.com.

Continued from page 8 Fall
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to dress up a relaxed look. If you're not a fan of
wearing color,. brightly colored handbags are in.
Snag a budget friendly, but also stylish, Mulberry
for Target bag-coming soon to stores.
Fall is the best time to experiment with fashion. Spice-up your basics with a trend that fits
your taste. Remember to never wear a trend just
because it is in. Make sure whatever you step out
wearing, it is 100 percent who you are. Keep in
mind that an over-si:z;ed knit sweater and jeggings .
beat grungy sweatpants with a hoodie any dayplus they'll give you the confidence you need to
ace that presentation and impress your professor,

10 I neighborhood news bureau
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Animal Shelter tries to find ·
recognition in a ~eak _
e conomy
Ashley Rogers
Neighborhood News Bureau
Animal shelters across the country care for an
6 to 8 million. dogs and cats every year,
according to the Humane Society of the United
States. Approximately 3 to 4 million of those animals are then euthanized due to overpopulation
and limited housing facilities.
Promoting responsible pet ownership and reduction in overpopulation through education, legislation and sterilization programs, the Humane
Society says that the steps to solving the national
crisis must begin at a local level.
Pet Pal Rescue, located at 405 22nd St. S. in
St. Petersburg, is a no-kill, non-profit shelter dedicated to tackling the daily financial challenges in
order to help animals in the community, one_case
at a time.
Founded in the 1980s, Pet Pal Rescue was created by two women seeking homes for animals
at high risk of being euthanized. Originally based
in Orlando, Pet Pal expanded its dream with the
St. Petersburg by opening Pet Pal Animal Shelter
in 2004, followed by Pet Pal Spay/Neuter Clinic
in 2008.
Pet Pal offers medical assistance, behavioral
training and the initial housing of each animal.
The weakened economy has increased the financial concerns of non-profit organizations like
Pet Pal that are not nationally recognized and must
rely heavily on community funding to stay afloat,
said Mary Alexander, director of development.
"Slowly but surely, we are getting our name
out," Alexander said. "D onations are down, not
just in the animal world, but in any type of nonprofit."
Pet Pal volunteers look for opportunities to
gather community support, with a website and
Facebook page, as well as monthly visits to local
events, schools and dog parks.
·
"We are really pushing the envelope for recognition;' Alexander said.
The organization recendy made appearances
at the Baywalk Friday Night Wine Series, The
Sports Bar and Grill, The Marketpiace and 22nd
e~timated

Street Soul Food Festival. Pet Pal also hosts
events such as the annual Dog Reunion held
at Fort DeSoto and an
annual yard sale in November.
''I get attached to
most all of them in some
shape or form," said vol-·
unteer Diana Timmons.
"To see them get a new
mommy or daddy, that's
what does· it-makes it
all worthwhile."
Volunteers help with
things like cleaning, laundry, walking the dogs, arranging play partners for
socialization, office duties and spending quality
time with the animals.
"The majority of
us do our work as volunteers or minimum
wage," Alexander said.
She said Pet Pal's "grassroots" mentality is benFive-year-old Brie awaits adoption at Pet Pal Animal Shelte r in St. Petersbu rg. P/loto by Aimee Alexander.
eficial for the adoption
process.
borough, county shelters that have hit capacity. Daly said. "It co.mes down to money all the time.
Executive Director Scott Daly clears every The organization refuses to put pets on hold for In order for me to take in animals and swe lives,
adoption, after the shelter's veterinarian evaluates indecisive adopters since the lives of future Pet I have to have donations."
the animal. The hands-on adoption method en- Pal animals rely on each successful adoption to
According to Daly, it takes about $10,000 a
sures a good pairing of pet and owner, and helps continue the cycle.
month to keep Pet Pal in service, and each adopkeep return rates low, allowing more room for
''It's not fair for an animal to leave and come tion costs between $400 and $600 to complete.
other cases, Daly said.
back," Alexander said. "If we hold an animal for Most animals that come to the facility are in need
"I can read people pretty well," Daly said.
you, we might miss out on the perfect adopter of medfcal care that is expensive and time conHe upholds strict adoption policies for his for them."
suming.
animals.
"A lo~ of people like to see what they're doPutting a pet on hold may endanger the life
Averaging about 30 adoptions per month, of another animal, since most animals brought to nating for," Daly said. '~t Pet Pal, I can literally
Daly will refuse anyone adopting on a whii:n and Pet Pal are within 24 to 48 hours of being eutha- put it in your hand and show you what you're dospediically places pets with families that work nized, Alexander said.
nating fo;."
well with the l;lreed's characteristics.
Pet Pal is curtendy at capacity with its 50-aniDue to the recession, Pet Pal has seen an in- mal population. D enying animals access into the
crease in the number of animals entering shelters. facility is a difficult task.
The majority of.Pet Pal animals come from Hills" It's all about what I can afford to take in,"

Young journalists spread the··news on campus
Austin Arias
N~ighborhood

News Bureau

The students at the Academy Prep Center
of St, Petersburg are anxiously anticipating the
release of their debut issue of the school's first
student-produced newspaper.
T he program was recendy added to the
Center's roster of enrichment program offerings
after increased student demand.
"The students wanted to start a newspaper because they wanted to learn more about
what was going on on campus," said Allie Whiteley, a fifth grade teacher and the newspaper program adviser.
The overall goal of the program is to
"provide information for the school to read and
for students to express themselves," Whiteley

said. "The students will be able .to write things
that are outside the classroom."
The group of about 15 students ranges
from fifth to eighth graders. The group works out
of their own newsroom in the Center's computer
lab and meets three times a week. The students
selected their own editor in chief and staff photographers.
Before the group publishes their premiere issue, the students have been going through
educational activities to help them adjust to the
news style of writing. One recent activity included challenging the students to find common
news writing elements like the "who, what, where,
when and how" in news stories from local media
organizations.
The group will write on a variery of
topics. T hey are encouraged to write about topics that affec~ their classmates, and interesting

things in the community. Everything printed in
the newspaper will be student-produced, and will
include news stories, artwork and photographs.
They hppe to receive submissions from ~tudents
outside the program as well.
''The students also wanted to get to
know their campus better and the things that
were also happening in the community," Whiteley
said.
The program recendy reached out to
the local community for support. They invited
Nikeya Williams, editor in chief of the USF St.
Petersburg student newspaper, to help them get
the p~ogram off the ground.
''My experience at Academy Prep was
one of enjoyment and excitement," Williams said.
''The students asked me questions about how ro
get their paper started and published. I was very
impressed with how well versed they were in news

writing."
Williams plans to have staff from The
Crow's Nest get involved with the Center's program. Many of the students mentioned that they
wanted to learn from her staff writers and photographers to help their paper.
''The students are eager and ready to
learn about journ""-atism~ this shows that there's
a need to reach out into tlle-c>ommunity to hdp
and build this student newspaper;~illiams said.
The Center hopes to reach out more to
the local community and invite more guests, like
Williams, to help build up their program.
The newspaper wants to begin printing
soon, and their goal is to print bi-weekly, to show
students that "writing can be interesting and fun,"
Whiteley said.
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Bulls set to .tip .off basketball season
Rob Bibelhauser
Staff Writer
rbibelha@mail.usf.edu
As the NCAA hoops season quickly approaches, the USF Bulls basketball team looks to pick up
right where it left off.
Last year's 20-13 record, which was one of the
best in school history, ended in disappointment as
the Bulls' early exit from the conference wurname~t meant narrowly missing a bi!=l of acceptance
to the NCAA Tournament.
They did make the National Invitation Tournament for the first time in eight years. However,
their stay in this tournament lasted just one gam~
after a heartbreaking home loss t? North Carolina
State University by one point.
Head coach Stan Heath's cl;tallenge this year
will be proving that his team can compete in the
Big East-arguably the nation's top basketball
conference-without the explosiveness of Do-

minique Jones. The point guard, who was drafted He averaged 9.2 points and 6.0 rebounds per
in the first round with the 25th overall selection game last year while a f;reshman at Lee College
in the NBA Draft,,now plays for the Dallas Mav- in Texas.
"He's not a finished product but he's not a
ericks:
Jones was a top producer for USF in points · project anymore;' Lee assistant coach Mli;Icus
per game, minutes played, steals and assists. He King said, according.t? .tampabay.com. "He's one
led the Big East in scoring average last season, of the few people in college basketball that's a
and losing him leaves a huge hoi~ in the team that true 5, a big low-post presence."
The Bulls have b'een weak at center for years
will be almost impossible to fill.
The Bulls have, however, locked down roster and may never have had a player with the physical
spots for two new players in the upcoming sea- abilities that Jackson has.
Another loss to the team was the departure
son. F9rward Victor Rudd recently transferred
from Arizona Sta:te University. Rudd, although of graduating senior guard Chris Howard, who
an eligible athlete, is required· by NCAA trans- many considered to be a coach on the court for
fer rules to sit out this season. But he could be · USF. That means the team's current veterans will
a major factor on the team next season when he have to be poised to step up and make plays on
their own without Howard's presence.
_is ~gible.
Seniors like center Jarrid Famous and gu.ard
Texas-based big man Andre Jackson has com~
mitted to USF but will likely have to sit out a year Mike Mercer come to mind. They will look to reas well. At 6 feet.10 inches tall and 275 pounds, ·kindle some of last year's chemistry while :m~y
Ja_ckson could be a big plar:naker for the Bulls. fans look to 6-foot-10-inch center Augustus Gil-

In the press box, it's hard_not to be a fan ·
Greg Lindberg
·Sports Editor
glindber@mail.usf.edu
"Cheering is prohibited and you will be re~
moved from the press box," a voice said over the
loudspeaker.
When my brain finally processed those words,
I Immediately knew this was going to be an unusual experience.
At the Sept. 25 USF home football game
against Western Kentucky, I received the special
opportunity to observe the action from the press
box high above the fie!~ at Raymond James Stadium. WKU was certainly considered an inferior
opponent. But they made it a game· early on before ultimately falling 24-12 for the Bulls' second
will of the season.
Aside from the expected victory, attending a
football' game as a journalist is so much different
than going as a fan. If only I had known, maybe
I would've taken some ext}:a time to turn off the
fandom in my brain and turn on the journalism
side. You can't sit with your friends in the stands.

You can't high-five your buddies when the Bulls you get' to write about spprts every day. You get
score a touchdown. You can't even wear those · to go to sporting events-for free. You might be
funky bullhorns on your head because you are fed some tasty grub to keep your mind fresh for
not supposed to show any loyalties to the teams following the game and writing a story about it.
You'll probably get copies of some cool media
playing on the field.
I also got an odd feeling not Being in the atmo- gui_des and stat sheets to help make your job eassphere of the college football environment. I was ier as well.
However, there is a lot to get used to when
sitting in an ai"r-conditioned room surrounded by
glass and could hardly hear the typical cheering, going to a sporting event as a reporter rather than ·
·
chants and Herd of Thunder band that pervade afan.
an event like this.
I admit it was a neat experience and a defiAt this game, stadium officials' actually used nite eye-opener to sit in the press box at an NFL
the cannons-usually reserved for Buc;s games- stadium-the same place all the big-time media
when USF scored, and even those were not to- . members congregate for Super Bowls. However,
tally audible in the press box.
I might· think !:\vice now about submitting my
As a journalist, you are in your own little resume for a job that involves daily coverage of
sporting events after learning more about what
world, segregated from the tens of thousands of
fans below you. This definitely works in your fa- sports reporting actually entails. For now, at least
vor if you are busy writing, and need some peace I can still go to Bulls games as a fan.
But I got fre,e food (hot dogs, hamburgers,
and quiet to concentrate. But it must take time to
potato salad, chocolate chip cookies, brownies),
get used.to this practice.
This experience really got me thinking about air conditioning, and a much more comfortable
whether the idea of going into sports jout;nalism plush chair with wheels, compared to stadium
is as exciting as it may seem on the surface. Yes, seating.

Fall 2010 intra111ural sports schedule
Week 5 Oct. 18-22
Flag Football
Oct. 18

Basketball
Oct. 19

Sand Volleyball
Oct. 20

4p.m.

7 p.m.

7 p.m.

Knight Riders vs.
All Out

MonStars vs.
Team B

Bulls Eye vs.
Dynamite

7 p.m.
Sandy Balls vs.
- Team 2

Soccer
Oct. 21
4 p.m.Bayboro FC vs.
Squidys

5 p.m.

Sp.m.

8 p.m.

8 p.m.

5 p.m.

Balls Deep vs.
Purple Cobras

Carpet is Legit vs.
Team A

Black Pearl vs.
Team 3-

Team ·1 vs. Team
Lewis

Bloodbath & Beyond
vs. Vapors

6 p.m.

9p.m.

9 p.m.

·9p.m.

6p.m.

No Punt Intended
vs. O.P.P.

St. Pete Rebels
vs. Team C

~I

Chupacabras
vs ..Team 4

Entourage vs.
Team Ferber

Scorgasm vs. World
Cup

Court A

Court B

Golazos vs.
Vuvuzelas

7 p.m.

7 p.m.
Mercy Rules vs. The
Rudigers

christ to finally emerge as a conference star. Gilchrist, who was hampered by an ankle sprain and
missed much of .last se_ason, should be back to
full strength after an off-season of recovery.
With some exciting commitments on the horizon and the exodus of superstars, the Bulls .w ill
have a different look and feel on the hardwood
this season. But the Big East remains the toughest conference in college basketball, and ):he team
will have to battle if they plan on matching last
year's success.
USF tips off its first game on Friday, Nov.
12 at home against Southern Mississippi. A few
intriguing non-conference match-ups will follow
with contests against Brigham Young University,
Kent State and Auburn. Big East games begin
in late December with a total of 18 conference
games on the slate for the Bulls.
Tickets for ho me basketball games are free tor
all USF students. Present your student ID at the
Sun Dome for free admission to the games..

Fantasy

Footb~ll:

Don't stop
believin' edition
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3
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·~~j)

Hannah Ulm
Contributing Writer
hulm@mail.usfedu

This column is strictly a morale booster, or
dream crusher, depending on your current position in your league. I'm here to tell you that your
current_record, whether it is 1-4 or S-0, means
nothing.
There are approximately eight weeks left of
the regular fantasy season. This is · enough time
for anyone--even the 0 for fiver~ (Adam DeP-.
rimo)- to come back and make the playoffs.So
if you're feeling defeated because you drafted Dez
Bryant expecting him to be ·a n awesome sleeper
and instead he sucks, don't give up yet. Consider
the last five weeks a learrung experience. Recognize your strengths and weaknesses and correct
them.
·
Important tips:
Forget about all the preseason advice the
fantasy experts gave you. This season's craziness
ha; negated pretty much everything they advised.
Alex Smith? Terrible. Ryan Matthews? Eh. Bucs
players? Considerable, especially Kellen Winslow
and Mike Williams.
Make sure you're pa,ying attention to matchups. in bye week desperation, I played QB David
Garrard vs. Buffalo Defense and it worked out
great. If he had been playing a stronger defense
though, I definitely would have reconsidered.
Knowing which defen.ses let- up the most yards ~o
RBs and WRs can make setting your team easier
each week. Instead of agonizing over two similarly valuable players, check out who they're playing
and factor that into your decision.
Keep ·an eye on low-key players. Lance Moore~
Danny Woodhead, Dexter McCluster, Nate
Washington...all players who exploded and nobody owned them. It might be hard to predict
who will be next, but doing some research can
go a long way.
My most important tip this week is to stay
strong. If you've been on a lo~ing streak, study
your-opponent's team and then tear it apart. Turn
it around, create a playoff-worthy team and win!

.
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Photo story: A look at USF's Sailing Team
Photos by Lucas Cannistraci

Team Captain Rachael Silverstein sets up the two-handed sailing
boat at USF St. Petersburg's waterfront docks.

USF's Sailing Team has 30 members who take to the waters for practice Tuesdays: Wednesdays arid Thursdays from 3:30 to dusk.

USF Sailing Team's Abby Featherstone, a sophomore in Mass Communications, maneuvers the single-handed boat.

Stephanie Reynolds, crew of the USF Sailing Team.

The Sailing Team is a diverse group of students with skills ranging from beginning crew to seasoned national champions.

Rachael Silverstein, in open water, giving directions on the next practice exercise.

